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Instruction: Starts Quiz from first page of answer sheet'

Q.l Let (.R,+,.) be a ring and n'=nxZ,deftne binary operation addition by @

and multiPlication bY I as follows:
(a, m) @ (b,n) = (a + b, m + n)

(a, m) I (b, n) = (ab + mb + na, mn) for (a, m), (b' n) e R'' Show that (R'' @' 8) is

a ring with unitY element (0,1)' 
OR

Q.l Prove that every field is an integral domain. what can you say about it's

converse? JustifY Your answer'

Q.2 Let O: .R -+ R' Ue a homomorphism of a ring .R into ring ^R'and suppose 'I is an

ideal of .R then prove that QQ)is an ideal ofl(rR') 'Also prove that a field has no

proper ideal. 
OR

Q.2 State and prove fundamental theorem of Homomorphism in ring theory'

,i., Define delr.e for a polynomial f (x)in n[']'
In usual notation, prove trrat [/s] =Ul*[g] where f 'g en['l'

OR

Q.3 Define g.c.d. of two polynomiais/(x) andg(x) ' Also find the g'c'd' of

.f(x)=x5+3x3+x2+2x+2andg(x)=xo+3x3+2x2+x+2'Moreover
express it in the form a(x)/(x) + b(x)g(x) '

Q.4 Prove that an ideal I in a commutative ring .R with unity is a maximal ideal iff the

quotient ring -R / / is a field'
OR

Q.4 Verify irreducibility for the polynomial x2 + 5x + 2 in fields 22 t Z3t zrand z, '

(l) Give an example of a non commutative ring with unity'

(2) Give an example of right ideal which is not a left ideal'

(3) Define the characteristic of a ring. Also what is the characteristic for the ting(zu,+u''6)?

(4) Let I = SZbean ideal in the ring R = (2,+,.). Then prepare the addition and

multiplication table for quotient's ring R / 'I '

(5) Obtain the quotientq(x) and the remainder r(x) on J'@) = xt -Zx+4 dividing

bYs(x) = x+10 in R[x]'
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